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ABSTRACT: In order to enhance the efficacy of organic solar cells,
six new three-dimensional small donor molecules (IT-SM1 to IT-
SM6) have been computationally designed by modifying the
peripheral acceptors of the reference molecule (IT-SMR). The
frontier molecular orbitals revealed that IT-SM2 to IT-SM5 had a
smaller band gap (Egap) than IT-SMR. They also had smaller
excitation energies (Ex) and exhibited a bathochromic shift in their
absorption maxima (λmax) when compared to IT-SMR. In both the
gas and chloroform phases, IT-SM2 had the largest dipole moment.
IT-SM2 also had the best electron mobility, while IT-SM6 had the
best hole mobility owing to their smallest reorganization energy for
electron (0.1127 eV) and hole (0.0907 eV) mobility, respectively.
The analyzed donor molecules’ open-circuit voltage (VOC)
indicated that all of these proposed molecules had greater VOC and fill factor (FF) values than the IT-SMR molecule. In
accordance with the evidence of this work, the altered molecules can seem to be quite proficient for usage by experimentalists and
have prospective use in future in the manufacture of organic solar cells with improved photovoltaic properties.

1. INTRODUCTION
Organic solar cells (OSCs) can be employed in a variety of
potential implementations due to their affordability, lightness,
and capability to be processed in solutions.1,2 OSCs provide
several advantages over silicon solar cells, including a wider
variety of active-layer materials, reduced weight, more trans-
parency, and greater pliability. These advantages have elevated
OSCs to a position of prominence among solar cell
technologies.3 Improvements in materials science, mechanics,
and materials manufacturing have allowed the power conversion
efficiency (PCE) of organic solar cells (OSCs) to increase from
11 to 19% during the previous 5 years.4 The device efficacy of
bulk-heterojunction OSCs is affected by the blend of donor and
acceptor material in the light-absorbing layer.4,5 The function-
ality of fullerene acceptors (FAs) is constrained by a number of
important challenges, including concerns with chemical change,
unstable morphology, energy levels that are nonupgradable, and
weak absorbance in the near-infrared (NIR) as well as UV−
visible region. For these reasons, non-fullerene acceptors
(NFAs) are preferable to fullerene acceptors (FAs).6 This
suggests that the unending growth of non-fullerene acceptors
(NFAs) may be responsible for the 5-year-long upward trend in
PCEs of OSC. This rise in the photovoltaic performance of
materials based on NFA is credited to their improved light-
harvesting efficiency, broad light absorption, and variable energy
levels.7

Indacenodithieno[3,2-b]thiophene (IDTT) is a ladder-type
electron-rich backbone used as the middle donor portion in a
variety of A−π−D−π−A- and A−D−A-type chromophores.
Tunable optoelectronic characteristics are achieved with high
power conversion efficiencies by copolymerizing it with various
acceptor units.8 In particular, it provides a deep-lying highest
occupied molecular orbit and a broad band gap for the resultant
polymers. As a result, the IDTT-based polymer donors have
huge potential as donors in various OSCs. IDTT also offers high
hole mobility, outstanding electrochemical stabilities, a notable
absorption coefficient, and charge transport kinetics.9

Zhan et al. in 2015 efficiently synthesized an IDTT-based
NFA called ITIC.10 The NFA named ITIC showed absorption
between 500 and 780 nm. In addition to being highly soluble in a
wide range of organic solvents, it also had excellent mobility of
electrons. In many investigations, the chemical modifications of
ITIC-based acceptors are done to provide significant PCEs of
8−14% for OSCs.10,11 It exhibited a 678 nm wavelength of
maximum absorption in the solution of chloroform and 700 nm
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in the film with an onset wavelength of 770 nm. Its optical band
gap was seen to be 1.61 eV with frontier molecular orbitals at
−5.50 and −3.76 eV for the highest occupied and lowest
unoccupied orbitals, respectively.12 The majority of the research
mentioned previously made an effort to alter the effect of the
end-groups (EGs). Hou et al. used an EG that had been
methylated and named the molecule IT-M. The open-circuit
voltage (VOC) is raised by the methyl group’s poor electron-
donating properties, which raise the energy level of LUMO in
IT-M. As a result, they were able to achieve a PCE of 12.05%.12b

Yang et al. changed the benzene ring to thiophene in EGs and
gave the molecule a new name ITCPTC.13 After enhancing the

intermolecular forces, crystalline nature, and charge transport of
ITCPTC, they found that the fill factor (FF) rose to a notable
level.
Researchers have developed a novel class of NFA based on

ITIC, dubbed IEICO-4F.14 The following is a summary of the
molecular engineering approaches used in the investigation by
Jeong et al. in 2022.12b Strengthening the intermolecular forces
via sulfur−sulfur linkages was achieved by replacing the benzene
ring of EG with thiophene.15 Modification of the EG is done by
incorporating a thiomethyl group into its fused thiophene ring in
order to reduce the HOMO energy.16 To increase the solubility

Figure 1. ChemDraw geometries of IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 molecules.
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of the NFAs in normal organic solvents, alkoxy groups were
introduced to the meta-phenyl site of the core of the molecule.17

In the current computational approach, we have considered
IT-SM as our reference molecule (IT-SMR). The central region
of the reference (IT-SMR) is based on IDTT, which is a donor
region of the molecule and the acceptor EGs are existing at both
terminal sites, i.e., 2-(5-methylene-1-methylsulfanyl-6-oxo-5,6-
dihydro-cyclopenta[c]thiophen-4-ylidene)-malononitrile. By
replacing the IT-SMR molecule’s terminating acceptor
component with six other acceptor groups, we have theoretically
developed six novel non-fullerene donor compounds. The new
six acceptor groups are 2-(5,6-difluoro-2-methylene-3-oxo-
indan-1-ylidene)-malononitrile (IT-SM1), 1-dicyanomethy-
lene-2-methylene-3-oxo-indan-5,6-dicarbonitrile (IT-SM2), 1-
dicyanomethylene-2-methylene-3-oxo-indan-5,6-dicarboxylic
acid dimethyl ester (IT-SM3), 2-(2-methylene-3-oxo-2,3-
dihydro-cyclopenta[b]naphthalen-1-ylidene)-malononitrile
(IT-SM4), 2-(6,7-difluoro-2-methylene-3-oxo-2,3-dihydro-
cyclopenta[b]naphthalen-1-ylidene)-malononitrile (IT-SM5),
and 2-(2-bromo-6-methylene-7-oxo-6,7-dihydro-1-thia-s-inda-
cen-5-ylidene)-malononitrile (IT-SM6) as shown in Figure 1.
These end-caps of the molecules were selected due to their
significant conjugation and electron-withdrawing capabilities.
Additionally, the acceptors of IT-SM1 to IT-SM3 have similar
ring skeletons but varying terminal fluoro, cyano, and acetyl
groups so that a proper comparison could be done. Similar is the
case with acceptors of IT-SM4 and IT-SM5, where the only
difference is of the additional fluoro group in the latter molecule.
Finally, the acceptor of IT-SM6 is also known to have prominent
conjugation and thus was selected.18 We have replaced the long
alkoxy chains of the molecules with simple methoxy ones, with
the assumption that the length of the chain while affecting the
solubility does not necessarily affect the photovoltaic attributes
of the molecules. This also helped us reduce the computational
cost.

2. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
Gaussian 0919 was used for all of the molecular geometry
computations, and GaussView 6.0.1620 was used to model and
see the resulting three-dimensional geometries.21 DFT22

simulations were carried out using the B3LYP,23 CAM-
B3LYP,24 MPW1PW91,25 and ωB97XD26 functionals in
combination with the 6-31G(d,p) basis set for the optimization
of the IT-SMR. After optimizing the geometry, we used time-
dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) calculations to
predict the light absorption attributes of IT-SMR, and we used
the integral equation formalism polarizable continuum model
(IEFPCM)27 to explore the solvent (chloroform) impact on
these properties. Absorptionmaxima (λmax) of IT-SMR from the
aforementioned four functionals was compared to empirical λmax
values found in the literature to ensure the viability of the
theoretical method. The four estimated values of λmax (709, 531,
665, and 508 nm, respectively) are compared with the
experimental λmax of IT-SMR (691 nm),12b as shown in Figure
2. The Becke, 3-parameter, Lee−Yang−Parr (B3LYP) func-
tional was the one we identified to be most in line with the
experimental data, suggesting that calculations with this
functional would provide the most accurate results for the
theoretically developed compounds.
The absorption spectra of the compounds were created with

the aid of Origin 6.0.28 In order to see how excitons travel and
interact, we took readings from a transition density matrix
(TDM) and used the Multiwfn program29 to visualize the data.

Graphs depicting the density of states (DOS)30 were generated
using PyMOlyze 1.1.31 The oscillator strength was evaluated for
the studied chromophores, in addition to, the excitation and
binding energies, etc.
The Marcus theory was used to calculate the intra- and

intermolecular charge mobility by exploring the reorganization
energy (RE).32 The focus of our current work, however, has
been on the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT). The term
“RE” refers to the combined effects of two separate but related
forms of reorganizational forces. Internal RE is mostly
dependent on variations inmolecular structure, whereas external
RE is subject to rapid oscillations in the outside environment
and polarization changes during the transfer of charges.33 Since
we are unable to rely on external RE to validate our estimates, we
must restrict our attention to internal RE for the duration of this
study. We have determined the RE for the mobility of both holes
(λ+) and electrons (λ−) by using eqs 1 and 218 provided.

= [ ] + [ ]+ +
+

+E E E E0
0 0 (1)

= [ ] + [ ]E E E E0
0 0 (2)

E0
− and E0

+ are the energies of anion and cation computed from
the neutral molecule’s ground state optimization. The anion and
cation energies, E− and E+, respectively, are calculated using
optimized anion and cation molecules. E+

0 and E−
0 are the

energies of the neutral molecules, which are determined by the
use of optimized cation and anion structures. The energy of the
neutrally optimized ground state of a molecule is denoted by
E0.

34

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Geometrical Optimization. Molecular geometries

have a major impact on the optoelectronic properties.35 It is
shown in Figure S1 that the best-fitting DFT functional was used
to optimize both the reference (IT-SMR) and the newly
developed compounds (IT-SM1 to IT-SM6). As a result of the
molecules’ extensive conjugation, which spans the whole
molecule from core to extremities, charge may be transferred
efficiently demonstrating that the delocalization of pi electrons
makes charge transfer in these systems very strong. IT-SMR and
IT-SM1 to IT-SM6molecules were analyzed for their amount of
planarity and conjugation by determining their dihedral angles
(θ°) and bond length (Lb) given in Table S1. The distance
between two carbon atoms in a double bond (C�C) is 1.34 Å,

Figure 2. Comparison of IT-SMR molecules’ computed and
experimental λmax.
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whereas the distance between two carbon atoms in a single bond
(C−C) is 1.54 Å. Having an Lb between 1.41 and 1.42 Å, as
shown in all of the compounds studied (IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to
IT-SM6), shows improved charge transmission characteristics
as well as enables the conjugation facilitated delocalization of π-
electrons. All compounds studied had θ° values between 0.0144
and 0.2900. It can be deduced that every molecule has a planar
shape, and the EGs are in plane with the core of the molecule.
Though the overall symmetry between the acceptor and donor
of the molecules is quite planar, the four methoxy phenyl chains
attached to the central IDTT donor do have a perpendicular
orientation with respect to the rest of the plane of the molecule.
3.2. Study of Frontier Molecular Orbitals (FMOs).

Examining the FMOs is crucial research because it reveals how
effective molecules are in facilitating charge mobility and
electron density dispersal.36 It helps us figure out how the charge
is transmitted and facilitated across OSCs. Molecules’ HOMO
and LUMO energy profoundly affect their charge transfer, light
absorption, and electrical properties.37 The energy gap (Egap) is
characteristic of OSCs and other photovoltaic systems; it
represents the amount of energy required for the dissociation of
electrons.38 The efficiency of OSCs improves as their band gap
(Egap) reduces. To create reliable photovoltaic cells, compounds
with the smallest feasible Egap must be used. Molecules having a
narrow Egap are highly polarizable, kinetically unstable, and
chemically reactive.39 Table 1 displays estimated values for the

HOMO, LUMO, and Egap energies of the IT-SMR and IT-SM1
to IT-SM6 molecules, which are used to assess the impact of
different EG acceptors on the photophysical properties of the
considered molecules.
Each molecule’s HOMO and LUMO, together with their

respective Egap, are shown in Figure S2. The ground state of a
molecule has most of its charge concentrated in its central area,
known as the donor region. When molecules are in their excited
state, the charges transfer to the outermost regions of the
molecule, known as the EG acceptor regions. The charge
mobility aspects of molecules from donor to acceptor sites is the
evidence of the efficient conjugation that makes it possible for
impactful charge transport functionalities as a result of the planar
geometries of molecular. The HOMO and LUMO energy of the
IT-SMRmolecule were −5.43 and −3.33 eV, respectively, while
its Egap was 2.05 eV. The HOMO value of the IT-SM2molecule
was the lowest (−5.97 eV), suggesting that it possessed the most
stable HOMO of all of the molecules evaluated. Pairs of the
electronegative cyano group in the periphery EG units of the IT-
SM2molecule have likely contributed significantly to the charge
density dispersion, making its ground state more stable. As a
result of its relatively lowHOMOenergy of−5.62 eV, IT-SM1 is
the second-most stable HOMO after IT-SM2. The IT-SM1
molecule is more stable because of the presence of cyano and

fluoro groups in its EGs. Energy levels of the HOMO and
LUMO orbitals for the investigated compounds show
diminishing patterns, i.e., IT-SMR > IT-SM4 > IT-SM6 > IT-
SM5 > IT-SM3 > IT-SM1 > IT-SM2 and IT-SMR > IT-SMIT-
SM4 > IT-SM6 > IT-SM5 > IT-SM3 = IT-SM1 > IT-SM2,
respectively. IT-SM2 to IT-SM5 molecules have smaller Egap
than the IT-SMR molecule. The Egap is reduced as a
consequence of the powerful electron-withdrawing EGs, which
aids in charge transfer capabilities of the molecule. IT-SM6 =
IT-SM1 > IT-SMR > IT-SM5 > IT-SM3 = IT-SM4 > IT-SM2
is the decreasing trend in Egap for all.
3.3. Ionization Potential (IP) and Electron Affinity (EA).

Effective charge transfers can be affected by a variety of factors,
such as IP and EA. The energy output from adding electrons to
the molecule is EA, while the required energy to remove the
electron is IP.40 Higher IP and EA values indicate that a
molecule has a higher stable HOMO energy, hindering the
process of electron removal; molecules with small IPs and EAs
are capable of effectively releasing electrons. Compounds with
high IP and EA are caused by electron-withdrawing units that
stabilize the HOMO, whereas molecules having small IP and EA
are caused by electron donor units that destabilize the
HOMO.41 IP and EA are determined by using eqs 3 and 4.

= [ ]+E EIP 0 0 (3)

= [ ]E EEA 0 0 (4)

Computationally estimated IP and EA values of compounds
IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 can be found in Table 1. IT-
SMR with the highest HOMO destabilization (−5.42 eV) has
the least IP (6.19 eV) and EA (2.39 eV). The HOMO (−5.97
eV) of IT-SM2 is the most stable, it has the greatest IP (6.73 eV)
and EA (3.27 eV). IT-SM1 possesses the second-greatest IP
(6.40 eV) because it exhibits the second-highest stable HOMO
(−5.62 eV). Among the new theoretically developed molecules,
IT-SM4 has the highest HOMO (−5.45 eV) and hence exhibits
the smallest EA (2.67 eV).
3.4. Light Absorption Properties. By analyzing the optical

absorbance spectrum, we can infer the chromophore’s electrical
specifications with high accuracy.23a Tables 2 and 3 show the

approximated results for the gaseous and solvent (chloroform)
phases, respectively, from a spectrum assessment of IT-SMR
and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 molecules using the above-mentioned
level of theory, i.e., B3LYP/6-31G(d,p). Figure 3 displays the
absorption spectra for IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 from
450 to 1250 nm in the gas phase and from 450 to 1400 nm in the
chloroform (CHCl3) solvent. IT-SMR has a gas-phase λmax of
670 nm and a solvent-phase λmax of 709 nm. The λmax of IT-SM2

Table 1. HOMO, LUMO Egap, IP, and EA of IT-SMR and IT-
SM1 to IT-SM6

molecules HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV) Egap IP (eV) EA (eV)

IT-SMR −5.42 −3.37 2.05 6.19 2.39
IT-SM1 −5.62 −3.54 2.07 6.40 2.76
IT-SM2 −5.97 −4.02 1.95 6.73 3.27
IT-SM3 −5.58 −3.54 2.04 6.21 2.79
IT-SM4 −5.45 −3.41 2.04 6.21 2.67
IT-SM5 −5.56 −3.53 2.02 6.31 2.80
IT-SM6 −5.51 −3.43 2.07 6.17 2.70

Table 2. Computed λmax, Ex, Oscillator Strength ( f),
Assignment, andDipoleMoment (D) of IT-SMR and IT-SM1
to IT-SM6 Compounds in the Gas Phase

molecules
computed λmax

(nm)
Ex

(eV) f assignment D

IT-SMR 670 1.84 2.41 H → L (99%) 3.31
IT-SM1 663 1.87 2.32 H → L (99%) 3.33
IT-SM2 708 1.75 2.07 H → L (98%) 3.44
IT-SM3 677 1.83 2.37 H → L (99%) 3.29
IT-SM4 675 1.83 2.63 H → L (99%) 3.22
IT-SM5 682 1.81 2.62 H → L (99%) 3.34
IT-SM6 669 1.85 2.70 H → L (99%) 3.30
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to IT-SM6 molecules is redshifted from IT-SMR from 675 to
708 nm in the gas phase and from 715 to 758 nm in the CHCl3
solvent. IT-SM2 to IT-SM6 compounds demonstrated a
bathochromic in their λmax relative to the IT-SMR in the UV−
visible spectrum, with a shift of 5−38 nm and a shift of 6−49 nm,
in both examined phases, respectively. The planar structure of
the molecules allows for more effective conjugation, leading to
enhanced optical absorption. Based on the basic concept that the
solvent that is polar stabilizes the polar excited state, the studied
molecules revealed a bathochromic transition in the CHCl3
solvent as compared to the gas form.42 The wavelength and
energy are inversely related to each other, so all of the molecules
with the shortest Egap also had the longest wavelength. IT-SM1 <
IT-SM6 < IT-SMR < IT-SM4 < IT-SM3 < IT-SM5 < IT-SM2
and IT-SM1 < IT-SM6 < IT-SMR < IT-SM4 < IT-SM5 < IT-
SM3 < IT-SM2 is the increasing λmax trend of the studied
compounds in the gas phase and in the CHCl3 solvent,
respectively. The results show that IT-SM2, at 708 and 758 nm,
has the greatest λmax in both phases (gas and solvent),
respectively. It might be because the EG acceptors contain a
couple of electronegative cyano groups.
Both the optical features of OSC devices and the radiation

intensity generated by electrical excitation across the energy
levels are significantly reliant on a variable that has no
dimensions and is referred to as the oscillator strength ( f).43

Excitation energy (Ex) is a kind of energy which is required in
order to accomplish a probable shift.44 In reality, raising the f,
decreasing the Ex, or expanding the absorption spectrum may all
improve ICT’s performance. Compared to IT-SMR, IT-SM2 to
IT-SM5 compounds have a bigger fwhereas IT-SM4 to IT-SM5
compounds have a broader absorption range and a smaller Ex;
this might lead to improved ICT aspect in the compound.
3.5. Dipole Moment (D). The dipole moment (D) plays an

important part in the process of defining the crystalline nature

and solubility. In the solvent required for effective OSC systems,
these features play a significant role in determining polarizing
activities.45 The planar and organized morphology of com-
pounds with a significantD valuemakes it possible for the charge
to be transferred in a consistent manner. This, in turn, leads to
tight structural packing, which improves the crystalline nature
and results in greater solubility in polar solvents. Molecules
having a greater D likely become more crystalline, and they
diffuse more readily in polar solvents as a result, both of which
improve charge conduction.46 Polar organic solvents like CHCl3
tend to be insoluble for molecules lacking a dipole moment.
Overall, the relationship between them is not fundamental since
each molecule has a unique chemical morphology that
determines its charge transfer and solubility characteristics.47

According to the numerical data shown in Tables 3 and 4, the

ascending order of D for the compounds was investigated in
both phases (gas and CHCl3, respectively), i.e., IT-SM4 < IT-
SM3 < IT-SM6 < IT-SMR < IT-SM1 < IT-S5 < IT-SM2 and
IT-SM4 < IT-SM6 < IT-SM3 < IT-SMR < IT-SM1 < IT-S5 <
IT-SM2. Solubility as well as crystallinity of IT-SM1, IT-SM2,
and IT-SM5 are much better than those of IT-SMR owing to
the higherD values of these molecules. IT-SM2 had the greatest

Table 3. Computed λmax, Ex, Oscillator Strength ( f), Assignment, and Dipole Moment (D) of IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6
Compounds in CHCl3

molecules exp. λmax (nm) computed λmax (nm) Ex (eV) f assignment D

IT-SMR ∼691 709 1.74 2.84 H → L (98%) 3.96
IT-SM1 704 1.76 2.71 H → L (98%) 3.98
IT-SM2 758 1.63 2.45 H → L (98%) 4.12
IT-SM3 723 1.71 2.70 H → L (98%) 3.95
IT-SM4 715 1.73 3.04 H → L (98%) 3.86
IT-SM5 722 1.71 3.02 H → L (98%) 4.00
IT-SM6 707 1.75 3.07 H → L (98%) 3.94

Figure 3. Absorbance spectrum of IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 molecules in (A) the gas phase and (B) the CHCl3 solvent.

Table 4. Oscillator Strength and LHE of IT-SMR and IT-SM1
to IT-SM6 Molecules

molecules f LHE

IT-SMR 2.84 0.9985
IT-SM1 2.71 0.9981
IT-SM2 2.45 0.9964
IT-SM3 2.70 0.9980
IT-SM4 3.04 0.9991
IT-SM5 3.02 0.9990
IT-SM6 3.07 0.9991
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D value, which may be explained by the occurrence of cyano

groups at the EGs.

3.6. Light-Harvesting Efficiency (LHE). Every solar cell’s
element has to be capable of producing a charge after light
absorbance, generally known as LHE.48 The absorption

Figure 4. DOS graphs of IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 molecules.
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performance of the system is affected by LHE, which is in turn
influenced by the oscillator strength due to its effect on the
amount of short-circuit current (JSC) it generates. The LHE for
every compound studied was determined with the use of eq 5.38

=LHE 1 10 f (5)

The LHE values calculated for IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-
SM6molecules in chloroform are enlisted in Table 4. Compared
to IT-SMR, the LHE value of IT-SM4, IT-SM5, and IT-SM6
molecules were all higher. IT-SM6 has greater oscillation
strength, which results in the greatest LHE. In line with the
results, the LHE of IT-SM4, IT-SM5, and IT-SM6molecules is
profoundly influenced by the EG acceptors.
3.7. Density of States (DOS). DOS studies are crucial for

developing a comprehensive understanding of the roles played
by the constituent parts (e.g., donor and acceptor) of any given
compound. The full potential of molecules is determined by the
DOS that corresponds to them, which may either be partial or
complete.49 The determination of DOS is an essential step in
determining the layout of FMOs in relation to the Mulliken
charge distribution.50 The DOS for each of the molecules that
were investigated was computed at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level
of theory, as well as charts of the readings were produced using
the PyMOlyze 1.1 program. DOS plots provide a graphical
representation of both the energies, which is displayed along the
x-axis, and the relative intensity, which is shown along the y-axis.
In the graphs, the peaks that represent the HOMO energy are
located to the left of the central plane (the Egap), while the peaks
that indicate the LUMO energy are located to the right of the
central plane. To examine the contribution of every unit to the
FMOs, we split each molecule into two parts, identifying the
donor and acceptor units.
The acceptor and donor involvement is denoted by black and

red lines, respectively, in the DOS plots of IT-SMR and IT-SM1
to IT-SM6, whereas a green line represents the total
contribution that the moieties made to the creation of the
FMO, as depicted in Figure 4, and the numerical estimations of
the contributions by different subunits are given in Table 5.
Here, in Figure 6, it can be seen that the PDOS in the case of the
donor is the same in all of the studied molecules; however, the
PDOS of acceptors (black peaks) changes significantly in all of
the molecules. Here, it can be seen that just because of the
varying acceptor peaks, the intensity of TDOS is also varying

significantly, with that of IT-SMR being the lowest one among
all. This intense peak on the right side of the graphs, i.e., the
conduction band, illustrates the greater probability of charge
separation in the designed molecules. From the analysis of data,
it is estimated that all studied compounds show almost the same
pattern of contribution of molecular subunits in the FMOs, i.e.,
the central donor subunit demonstrating dominating role in the
HOMO state and the acceptor part playing a larger role in the
LUMO state. This conclusively proves that charge may easily
move from the donor to acceptor components of a compound
by sequential conjugation that has the potential to boost the
OSCs’ overall efficiency. These results are consistent with the
FMOs of the molecules that were studied, as shown in Figure 4.
These findings indicate that the donor core region of the
molecule, which is abundant in electrons, predominates in the
ground state of the molecule and charge is being transferred
efficiently from the donor core area to the electron-accepting
EGs in the excited state of molecules because of the planar
structure of molecules.
3.8. Analysis of Charge Mobility. In order to explore the

charge mobility from the acceptor to donor components, the
reorganization energy (RE) of IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 and IT-SMR
molecules was evaluated at B3LYP functional. The RE is the
most important component in the design of efficient substances
for OSCs because it provides a quantitative measure of the
charge transferred from the donor portion to the acceptor parts
of a molecule and is therefore related to the electron and hole
mobility of the molecule.51 In fact, the RE has an adverse
correlation with the mobility of holes and electrons. As a
consequence of this, decreasing the RE will lead to a charge
conveyance that is more efficient.52 The geometric config-
urations of anion and cation are only one of the numerous
variables that might have an effect on the RE. Using eqs 1 and 2,
the electron and hole RE values for each of the compounds
under investigation are determined, and the results are
presented in Table S2 and Figure 5, respectively. According to
the results, the greater hole and electron mobility reported in
some of the recently proposed molecules are likely the result of a
better molecular mix owing to their planar geometries.
The IT-SMR molecule has a RE of 0.1605 eV for the λ− and

0.1702 eV for the λ+. With lesser RE of λ−, IT-SM2, IT-SM3,
and IT-SM5 have improved electron mobility than IT-SMR.
The fine morphology of the resultant molecule blend is due to
the planar molecular geometries, which enhance the dissociation
of exciton as well as the electron mobility. Since it was
determined that the RE of IT-SM2 for electron mobility was the
lowest (0.1127 eV) of all of themolecules that were investigated,
this leads one to believe that the molecule’s newly added EGs
have had a substantial role in the enhancement of its electron
transport capabilities. The sequence of λ− for the compounds
that were investigated is IT-SM2 < IT-SM5 < IT-SM3 < IT-
SMR < IT-SM4 = IT-S6 < IT-SM1. Because the RE of IT-SM6
(0.0907 eV) for hole mobility has reduced astonishingly, it has
the highest hole mobility of any of the molecules that have been
tested. The dramatic decrease in the hole’s RE for the IT-SM6
molecule suggests that the bromo-functionalized thiophene
containing EG is considerably participating in the reduction of
the RE to increase hole mobility.
3.9. Electrostatic Potential (ESP). The presence of

electrons and the 3D dispersion of charge outside of a molecule
are brought to the fore by ESP.53 The ESP method was used for
the compounds that we meticulously researched in order to
make predictions about the reactive sites included inside a

Table 5. Acceptor and Donor Subunits Involvement in the
FMOs of Investigated Molecules

molecules acceptor (%) donor (%)

IT-SMR HOMO 26.9 73.1
LUMO 60.8 39.2

IT-SM1 HOMO 24.4 75.6
LUMO 61.1 38.9

IT-SM2 HOMO 25.4 74.6
LUMO 66.3 33.7

IT-SM3 HOMO 25.0 75.0
LUMO 63.1 36.9

IT-SM4 HOMO 26.2 73.8
LUMO 61.1 38.2

IT-SM5 HOMO 26.2 73.8
LUMO 62.3 37.7

IT-SM6 HOMO 25.4 74.6
LUMO 60.4 39.6
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molecule’s structure. On the ESP maps, the 3D arrangement of
electron pairs, free electrons, and electronegative components
that may easily be subjected to nucleophilic reaction is shown.
On the ESP modeling, the color red represents an area that has a
higher electron density, green represents an area that is neutral,
and blue represents an area that has a lower electron density.
Concentrations of electrons over oxygen and nitrogen atoms at
the EGs of molecules appear as dark red blotches on ESP
diagrams (Figure S3). It is concluded that the existence of
oxygen at the EGs revealing the red color indicates the electron
density over these sites; on the other hand, the existence of
oxygen in the core of molecules depicting blue and green colors
is because the electron-poor carbon atoms in the vicinity cancel
out the oxygen’s electrical density in the core region.54 The
benzene and thiophene rings, as well as methyl groups that act as
donors are colored blue on the ESP maps, suggesting a severe
lack of electrons there.
3.10. Transition Density Matrix (TDM). TDM evaluation

is crucial to accurately predict the exciton flow between the
acceptor and donor units at specified locations in conjugated
molecular structures.55 Using this method, it is possible to
anticipate charge transmission, principal charge spots, and the
location of exciton movements during emissions and absorption
in the excited state.56 TDM plots are often produced for the
purpose of analyzing electronic properties, such as the
resonating impact and level of delocalization, and to learn
about the movement of charges within a molecule. In TDM
studies, the contribution of hydrogen is frequently ignored since
its effect on charge transfer is considered to be insignificant. The
y-axis on the left and the x-axis on the bottom represent the total
number of atoms in molecules besides hydrogen. The
electrostatic potential coefficient is shown by the column on
the right side of the graph that has a number of different colors
on it and goes from blue to red as it moves down the x-axis.
Figure 6 shows that the electrical density exists in both acceptor
(A) and donor (D) regions of every molecule we examined (IT-
SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6). Both a diagonal and an off-
diagonal pattern are followed by the consistent flow of
electrostatic potential as it moves to the acceptor from the
donor throughout the compound, with the diagonal pattern
being themore common of the two. The illustration revealed the

orderly transfer of electrical density from the donor core section
to the EGs of the compounds through consecutive conjugation,
which provided evidence for efficient charge distribution. The
interaction coefficient (IC) for each of the compounds that were
investigated was calculated and is shown in Table 6. Addition-
ally, the escalating pattern of the IC is IT-SM6 < IT-SM4 < IT-
SM5 < IT-SMR < IT-SM3 < IT-S2 < IT-SM1. The fact that the
IC of IT-SM6 is low suggests that it is very simple for electrons
to move between the acceptor and donor regions of this
compound. This is because a smaller molecule’s IC is expected
to result in enhanced charge mobility.
3.11. Exciton Binding Energy (Eb). Another crucial factor

is Eb, which may be used to gauge the possibility of exciton
(electron−hole) segregation, OSCs’ functionality in addition to
their electrical properties.57 The value of Eb is the result of
calculating the interactions based on Coulombic forces that
occur between electron−hole pairs.58 If Eb is low, then the
Coulombic interaction between electrons and holes is weak, and
vice versa. Table 6 displays the predicted values for Eb based on
eq 6 from this analysis.

=E E Eb gap x (6)

In the gas phase, the IT-SM1 and IT-SM2 molecules have a
lower Eb value (at 0.20 eV) than the IT-SMRmolecule, as shown
by the computed values. Comparing the Eb values of IT-SM3,
IT-SM4, and IT-SM5 to those of IT-SMR, we find that they are
almost identical. In the CHCl3 solvent, the Eb of IT-SM4 (0.29
eV) has the lowest value. These compounds are promising
options for greater charge potential because of exciton diffusion
into free charges due to their low Eb value. Additionally, the
slightly higher value of the binding energy in the IT-SM6
molecule could be attributed to its greater interactive properties
and higher band gap values, and thus it might not be the best
molecule so far.
The interaction coefficient is another important parameter,

which, just like the binding energy, is the lower the better. It
actually regulates the possibility of charge separation and
determines the degree of interaction between the charges.
Molecules with greater charge separation would have a lower
interaction coefficient.59 The interaction coefficient (IC) of the
studied molecules follows the descending order IT-SM1 > IT-

Figure 5. RE graphs of IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 molecules for the electron and hole mobility.
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SM2 > IT-SM3 > IT-SMR > IT-SM5 > IT-SM4 > IT-SM6.
This shows that the IC value of IT-SM6 is the lowest, which
illustrates its better transfer of charges.

3.12. Device Performance. In order to evaluate the
efficiency of an OSC, it is necessary to measure the device’s
open-circuit voltage (VOC).

60 The value of VOC is an accurate

Figure 6. TDM plots of IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 molecules.
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reflection of the greatest voltage that a solar device is capable of
producing when the input voltage is zero. Light intensity, charge
transfer, photovoltaic device temperature, etc., all play crucial
roles in VOC.

61 When the HOMO of the donor substance and
the LUMO of the acceptor substance are coupled with one
another, the maximum voltage is produced. In order to obtain
the enhanced VOC values, the HOMO energy state of the donor
must be smaller, and the LUMO energy state of the acceptor
must be higher. In the current investigation, the VOC of
theoretically constructed donor molecules (IT-SMR and IT-
SM1 to IT-SM6) was calculated by associating those molecules
with a PC61BM acceptor (Table 7). In accordance with the

available data, PC61BM is a reliable acceptor with HOMO and
LUMO energies of −6.10 and −3.70 eV, respectively.62 In this
study, we employed eq 7 to produce a numerical estimate of VOC
concentrations.

=V
E E

e
0.3OC

ACCEPTOR
LUMO

DONOR
HOMO

(7)

The molecule charge is represented by the character e, which
is 1, and an intersurface charge factor, which typically has the
value of 0.30 in the equation above. Figure 7 depicts the

estimated VOC together with the HOMO and LUMO energy
levels of the proposed donor molecules and the PC61BM
acceptor. According to the findings, it can be deduced that
molecules IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 have higher VOC values, which
range from 1.45 to 1.97 eV, in comparison with the VOC of IT-
SMR (1.42 eV). IT-SMR < IT-SM4 < IT-SM6 < IT-SM5 < IT-
SM3 < IT-SM1 < IT-SM2 is the elevating sequence of VOC of all
studied compounds. In this research, the IT-SM2 was found to
exhibit the highest VOC value, indicating that it has the ability to
be used in increasing the PCE of OSC.
Among the most critical aspects in calculating an organic

photovoltaic system’s PCE is the fill factor (FF) because they are
intimately tied to one another. FF is significantly influenced by
the VOC at the contact between the acceptor and donor
components. All of the compounds in our study had their FFs
calculated using eq 8.

=
+

+

( )
FF

ln 0.72

1

eV
K T

eV
K T

eV
K T

OC

B

OC

B

OC

B (8)

In this context, eV
K T

OC

B
is referred to as the normalizedVOC, where

e is the standard charge, which is always equal to 1. KB is the
Boltzmann constant with the value of 8.61733034 × 10−5 eV/K
and T is the temperature, i.e., 300 K. The normalized VOC is the
VOC value taking the necessary conditions of charge and
temperature into account.63 As per the concluded results, the
newly proposed molecules have better normalized VOC and FF
(56.08−76.20 and 0.9117−0.9307) as compared to the parent
molecule (54.92 and 0.9102), respectively (Table 7).
To ascertain whether or not the solar material is efficient

enough for use in operative deployments, power conversion
efficiency (PCE) is estimated, which summarizes all operational
variables of solar devices into a single figure.64 The VOC, FF, and
JSC all have direct effects on a molecule’s PCE. Equation 954

provides a good depiction of this relationship.

=
J V

P
PCE

FFSC OC

in (9)

In this work, we computationally calculate the VOC and FF for
the molecules IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 using the
preceding equations; the JSC, though, was not calculated due to
the insufficient facilities involved. LHE is among the factors used
to estimate the JSC, and it has been discussed in detail above. All
recently developed compounds in this research exhibit greater
PCE than IT-SMR, as predicted, due to their higherVOC and FF.

Table 6. Egap, Eb (Gas Phase and CHCl3 Solvent), and the
Interaction Coefficient of the Studied Molecules

molecules Egap (eV) Eb (eV) (gas) Eb (eV) (CHCl3) IC

IT-SMR 2.05 0.21 0.31 0.70141
IT-SM1 2.07 0.20 0.31 0.70169
IT-SM2 1.95 0.20 0.32 0.70166
IT-SM3 2.04 0.21 0.33 0.70150
IT-SM4 2.04 0.21 0.29 0.70102
IT-SM5 2.02 0.21 0.31 0.70120
IT-SM6 2.07 0.22 0.32 0.70078

Table 7. VOC, Normalized VOC, and FF of IT-SMR and IT-
SM1 to IT-SM6 Molecules

molecules VOC (eV) normalized VOC FF

IT-SMR 1.42 54.92 0.9102
IT-SM1 1.62 62.66 0.9191
IT-SM2 1.97 76.20 0.9307
IT-SM3 1.58 61.11 0.9175
IT-SM4 1.45 56.08 0.9117
IT-SM5 1.56 60.34 0.9166
IT-SM6 1.51 58.40 0.9145

Figure 7. VOC of IT-SMR and IT-SM1 to IT-SM6 donor molecules with PC61BM.
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These non-fullerene donors have been shown to have excellent
optoelectronic features, and the theoretical estimates show that
they may be applicable in practical operation.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In the current research, six 3D small donor molecules (IT-SM1
to IT-SM6) have been computationally created to improve the
performance of OSCs by altering the EG acceptor of the
reference molecule (IT-SMR). Using the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)
level of theory, we calculate several optoelectronic character-
istics of the newly developed compounds and compare them to
the parent molecule. IT-SM2 to IT-SM5molecules have smaller
Egap (range of 2.04−1.95 eV) and bathochromic shift in their
λmax (range of 715−758 nm) as compared to the IT-SMR
molecule (2.05 eV and 709 nm, respectively). When compared
to other molecules, IT-SM2 has the shortest Egap (1.95 eV),
smallest Ex (1.63 eV), largest λmax (758 nm), and highest dipole
moment (4.12 D). IT-SM6 has the lowest IP (6.17 eV), while
IT-SM2 has the highest EA (3.27 eV). Compared to IT-SMR,
the LHE value of IT-SM4, IT-SM5, and IT-SM6 molecules
were all higher. Because of having a lower RE of λ−, IT-SM2, IT-
SM3, and IT-SM5 (0.1127, 0.1586, and 0.1430 eV, respectively)
exhibit higher electron mobility than IT-SMR (0.1605 eV). RE
of IT-SM2 for hole mobility was the lowest (0.1127 eV) of all of
the molecules that were investigated. In the CHCl3 solvent, the
exciton binding energy of IT-SM4 (0.29 eV) has the lowest
value. The VOC of the investigated donor molecules was
evaluated by connecting them to the PC61BM, and analysis
revealed that all of the newly suggested molecules (IT-SM1 to
IT-SM6) had higher VOC and fill factor (FF) values than the IT-
SMR molecule. Based on the results of this study, the modified
molecules may be investigated further for potential use in the
production of organic solar cells with enhanced photovoltaic
capabilities.
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